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UD HOMECOMING WEEKEND SET
FOR OCTOBER 12-14
DAYTON, Ohio, October 2, 1979 -- The University of Dayton Alumni Association
has put on a new face for Homecoming '79 scheduled for October 12-14.
locations for the dinners and receptions

New

planned and a special feature
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"Saturday Night A'Live" will replace 1th~ ,t raditional fieldhouse dance.
The weekend for alumni begins Friday evening with the annual Jubilarian
/

Dinner in the Kennedy Union Ballroom. ,-This dinner honors UD graduates of 25 years
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or more with a special fH~,lute to tl,lt 50th (1929) and 25th (1954) anniversary
classes.
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This is followed by a ~IF Get Re-ac'q .uainted Party for all alumni at
I

the UD arex:a.
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The ::'ollowing day, sports f ans; 'c an'I enjoy
:the Alumni Soccer Game at 8aujan
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Field at lO· a . n .and root for the 'Elyers footpall team that afternoon as they meet
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Evansville at Welcome Stadium ~}7.~t3o; p.m.
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T!1i.s \ ~~ ar, the post-game Hospitality
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Rous e will be he ld in the arena.
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The Alumni Homecoming D~ljner is a130 ,}~)}::pew l'Q~~tion this year and begins
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at 7 p.m. in the arena associates lounge.
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This year's Distinguished
Alumni
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Award recipients to be honored at the dinner are Col. Carl J. ' ~~ane, USAF retired, (class of 1924) and George K. Houghtailing, (class of 1929).
The action will then move to the Kennedy Union for "Saturday Night A'Live. "
The entire union will be opened for alumni socializing.

There will be two bands

contemporary music for dancing in th e Ballroom and jazz for easy listening or
dancing in the El Granada.
special class reunions.

Other rooms in the Kennedy Union will be available for

There is something for everyone on Saturday night.
-more-
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